Where Have We Been and Where Are We Going?
(the 20th Health Sciences Lively Lunchtime Discussion) [Thurs, Nov 5, 2020 SCHED]

Panelists

Jean Gudenas (Medical University of South Carolina Libraries)
Profile; Recent presentation: Collection Management in the Age of Hospital Mergers (MLA 2020 vconference)

Rena Lubker (Medical University of South Carolina Libraries)
Profile; Plenary speaker at 2019 AHILA Congress (Ibadan, Nigeria) as Chair, Librarians Without Borders & MLA Representative to AHILA Research and Education

Matthew Noe (Countway Library, Harvard Medical School)
Profile; LibGuide: Black Lives Matter: Antiracism and Health Suggested Resources; Mapping the Use of Comics in Health Education [Graphic Medicine blog]; A Review of the Penn State University Press Graphic Medicine Series (Doody Collection Development Monthly, July 2020)

Respondents

Katina Strauch (Founder, Charleston Conference). Interview: The College Today (College of Charleston)

Nicole Gallo (Rittenhouse Book Distributors) - the team list.

Moderator

Elizabeth Lorbeer (Western Michigan University Homer Stryker M.D. School of Medicine)
Profile; Recent publication: Welcome to Bibliomatrix: Creating a Customizable: Online Experience for Library Users (Doody Collection Development Monthly, August 2020); 2020 Charleston Conference poster: Improving Online User Experience at a Medical Library Using LibLynx

Trends: Developments

Ramune K. Kubilius (Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine) - Profile;
Co-compiler, Collection Development Best Practices version 1.0 [MLA Collection Development Caucus, 2019, available MLA site; Pdf; Word]

Developments 2019-2020

Trends since the 2019 Charleston Conference (a sampling)-COVID-19;; preprints; o % increases; the rise of non-traditional resources... & Health Sciences Lively Lunches #1-19

ANNIVERSARIES

175 years: Scientific American
40 years: Mary Ann Liebert
25 years: Project MUSE

20 years: BMC; ClinicalTrials.gov; Nature Reviews portfolio
10 years: Digital Science ; Altmetric Manifesto-The State of Altmetrics [report]
& 10 years: Medical Heritage Library [PMC4332590; online conference November]
U.S. NATIONAL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE (NLM)

New, Merged, and Retiring

• **NNLM** new name, # of RMLs, and other changes [2021-2026 changes]
• **Alma**: NLM replacing the Voyager ILS [NLM Tech Bull. 2020 Mar-Apr;(433):e3]
• **New PubMed**: PubMed Updates & Retires Legacy (October 31) [e62020 October 06]
• **Pillbox** program will be retired on Jan. 29, 2021 [NLM Tech Bull. 2020 Jul-Aug;(435):e2]

**MedlinePlus**

• NLM Home for Information in Multiple Languages. [NLM Tech Bull. 2020 Sep-Oct;(436):e3]
• Genetics Home Reference is merged in... [NLM Tech Bull. 2020 Sept-Oct;(436):e1]
• American Indian and Alaska Native Health portal is retired (December 16, 2019); see: MedlinePlus American Indian and Alaska Native Health page in MedlinePlus

**COVID-19**

• NIH launches preprint pilot to expand discovery of NIH-funded research - First phase on COVID-19 related preprints (06/09/2020) [news]
• The NLM is expanding access to Coronavirus literature through PubMed Central [03/25/2020, news]
• COVID-19 Open Research Dataset (CORD-19) [4/22/2020, preprint]
• LitCovid - a curated literature hub for tracking up-to-date scientific information about the 2019 novel Coronavirus [Nature, 3/10/2020 correspondence]

**OTHER**

• Medical Library Association: COVID-19 Resources for Medical Librarians - News, tools, searches, free offers from publishers...
• Internet Archive: National Emergency Medical Library: temporary collection of books to support remote teaching (March 24-June 16, 2020). After June 16, books available to one borrower at a time using controlled digital lending
• Hathi Trust: Emergency Temporary Access Service (August 2020)
• USMLE: Coronavirus Resource Center - suspended tests at CSEC centers for Step 2 Clinical Skills (CS)
• Impact on scholarly publishing: sample headlines - Rush to Publish Risks Undermining COVID-19 Research [Inside Higher ed, June 2020 article]; Will the Pandemic Permanently Alter Scientific Publishing [Nature June 2020 article]; The Lancet has made one of the biggest retractions in modern history. How could this happen? [The Guardian June 2020 article]

**SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING NEWS & TRENDS**

• **Nontraditional Online Resources:** Collection Practices Among Academic Health Sciences Libraries / Mary Schultz; Donna R. Berryman [DCT site] [JMLA April 2020, PMC7069827]
• **Agreements: transformative, routes to OA**
  o 1000th Open Access Book: Springer [May 2020, news; OA book author badges]
  o Landmark Transformative Agreement between Springer Nature and University of California [June 2020, news]
  o APC-free open access publishing agreement announced by PLOS and Carnegie Mellon University [June 2020, news]
  o Annual Reviews: Subscribe to Open [Science Magazine, March 2020, news]
• **Preprint Servers**
  - Preprints in Biomedicine [webinar recording]
  - Investment: Springer Nature & Research Square [Scholarly Kitchen, May 2020]
• Dozens of scientific journals have vanished from the internet, and no one preserved them [September 8, 2020 Science article]: How the Internet Archive is Ensuring Permanent Access to Open Access Journal Articles [September 15, 2020 blog article]
• Cabells brand-wide language changes: predatory journal & other lists... [June 8, 2020 blog]
• MLA: statements against systemic racism; vConference 2020 (May) topics: critical librarianship; assessment rubrics; OER, licensing: hospital mergers, e-books: platforms, management...

**NEW: JOURNALS, PRODUCTS, PARTNERSHIPS**

**Coming in 2021**

- **EBSCO** Serials Price Projection Report (2021): impact of pricing due to the COVID-19 pandemic, financial hardships faced by institutions, the skyrocketing use of online resources, impact of e-packages on library budgets, open access...
- **ASCO** 5 specialty journals move to Wolters Kluwer as publisher. [May 2020 news]
- **ASMB:** After 115 years of self-publishing, moving to Elsevier and becoming Gold OA- Journal of Biological Chemistry, Journal of Lipid Research, Molecular & Cellular Proteomics. [news]
- **Cambridge University Press:** 11 new journals, 5 are Open Access (OA) launches; partnerships: American Society of Law, Medicine and Ethics - 2 journals; Hindawi [news]
- **Project MUSE:** enhanced journal hosting platform for publishers [information]

**2020**

- **October:** ASHP Drug Shortages database available in TDS Health (STAT!Ref) [news]
- **September:** New open access journal, Visualized Cancer Medicine (VCM). [news]
- **September:** Med - premier clinical and translational research monthly journal.
- **August:** ClinMicroNow - new compilation, three-in-one online microbiology reference from the American Society for Microbiology brings together three gold standard clinical microbiology texts.
- **August:** Clarivate: launch of Coronavirus, Virology, and Infectious Disease (CVID) Data Lake to Accelerate Research, Preparedness and Response to Future Pandemics, first of Clarivate’s therapeutically oriented data lakes. [news]
- **August:** eLife Executable Research Articles for computationally reproducible results [news]
- **June:** A new MIT Press open access, rapid-review overlay journal to combat misinformation in and accelerate peer review of COVID-19 research- Rapid Reviews: COVID-19 (RR:C19)
- **June:** OpenAthens announces ClinOwl (collates medical research from multiple peer reviewed sources into one platform) [news]
- **March:** IBM Watson Health and EBSCO Information Services Collaborate to Launch Integrated Clinical Decision Support Solution called DynaMed and Micromedex with Watson
- **February:** Cochrane launches new Interactive Learning module on Health Equity [news]
- **January:** new partnership between EBSCO and: protocols.io designed to support the research ecosystem. [news], with Code Ocean to invest in Open Research [news]
- **Misc:** Thieme Area9- new Qbank - adaptive learning technology exam prep [Joint venture announcement 2019]: StoryBolt rebranded from Docademia [FB]: McGraw-Hill added AccessDermatologyDxRx [guide] and AccessHemOnc [guide]

**2019**

- **November:** launch of Unpaywall Journals; name change to Unsub (May 2020); in Scholarly Kitchen (May 2020); Science Magazine (July 2020).
LOOKING BACK: HEALTH SCIENCES LIVELY LUNCHES @ CHARLESTON *

1st, 2000
*Roundtable discussion* (no fixed theme: PDAs, serials packages, etc.)
Ramune Kubilius (Galter Health Sciences Library, Northwestern University, moderator)

2nd, 2001
Lively Lunch theme: *A Few Bites (Bytes) into E Book, E Journal, and Database Trends*
Ramune Kubilius (Galter Health Sciences Library, Northwestern University, moderator)
[*"E-Books/Web-Based Medical Textbooks" handout*]

3rd, 2003
Charleston Conference theme, *Games People Play*; Health Sciences Lively Lunch theme: *the game, rules of the game, and the players that affect the health sciences library and information world…*
Speakers: Jo Anne Boorkman (University of California, Davis; Davis, CA); Beth Jacoby (Health Sciences & Human Services Library, University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD); Elizabeth Lorbeer (Library of Rush University, Rush University Medical Center, Chicago, IL); Ramune Kubilius (Galter Health Sciences Library, Northwestern University, moderator)
[Developments]

4th, 2004
Lively Lunch theme: *Serials and Other Matters*
Speakers: Jo Anne Boorkman (University of California, Davis; Davis, CA; Anne Prussing (Biomedical Library, Univ. of California, San Diego; La Jolla, CA)); Barbara Schader (California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, CA, (formerly at Darling Biomedical Library, University of California, Los Angeles); Dan Doody (President, Doody Enterprises, Chicago, IL); Ramune Kubilius (Galter Health Sciences Library, Northwestern University, Chicago, IL, moderator)
[Developments]

5th, 2005
Lively Lunch theme: *Things Are Seldom What They Seem & We Try to Predict What They Will Be*
Speakers: Lynn M. Fortney (Biomedical Division, EBSCO Information Services); Jeffrey Coghill (East Carolina U. William E. Laupus Health Sciences Library); Ramune K. Kubilius (Galter Health Sciences Library, Northwestern University, moderator)
[Developments]

6th, 2006
Lively Lunch theme: *Making the Commitment to Open Access*
Conveners: Lynda Hartel (Prior Health Sciences Library, The Ohio State University) and Jan Maxwell (Alden Library, Ohio University)
[Developments]

7, 2007
Lively Lunch theme: *Issues and Trends in Society and Scholarly Publishing*
Speakers: Tom Richardson (The New England Journal of Medicine); Bruce Polsky (AAN Enterprises); Kathey Alexander (Publishing Consultant); Lisa Dittrich (the American Society of Bone and Mineral Research); Meg White (Rittenhouse Book Distributors); Liz Lorbeer (University of Alabama- Birmingham, moderator)
[Developments]
8th, 2008
Lively Lunch theme: eBook Intelligence
Speakers: Legal & Contract Considerations: Sandra Wenner (Rush University Medical Center Library); Publisher Strategy: Pam Harley (American Psychiatric Publishing, Inc.); Collection Development Librarian: Deborah Ruck (Medical College of Wisconsin Libraries); Meg White (Rittenhouse Book Distributors, moderator)
[Brief ATG report, p. 68] [Developments]

9th, 2009
Lively Lunch theme: Transformational Change
Speaker: Pat Thibodeau (Duke University Medical Library); Meg White (Rittenhouse, moderator)
“The year 2009 will be remembered as one of angst...” (Seeking the New Normal: Periodicals Price Survey 2010, Library Journal, v135 n7 p36-40 Apr 2010 per ERIC)
[Brief ATG report, p. 64] [Developments]

10th, 2010
Lively Lunch theme: On the Front Lines of Health Sciences: Trends, Trials, and Tribulations
Speakers: Dr. Elliot R. Siegel (National Library of Medicine/National Institutes of Health, retired); Elizabeth Lorbeer (University of Alabama at Birmingham); Heather Klusendorf (EBSCO); Clark Morrell (Rittenhouse)
[Brief ATG report] [Developments]

11th, 2011
Lively Lunch theme: eBooks in Health Sciences - The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly
Speakers: Meg White (Rittenhouse Book Distributors, Inc.); John Tagler (Association of American Publishers, Inc.); Deborah Blecic (The Richard J. Daley Library of the University of Illinois at Chicago); Ramune Kubilius (Northwestern University, Galter Health Sciences Library)
[Brief ATG report, p.71] [Developments]

12th, 2012
Health Sciences Lively Lunch theme: Point of Care Tools and Libraries
Speakers: Susan Klimley (Health Sciences Library, Columbia University); Deborah Blecic (The Richard J. Daley Library of the University of Illinois at Chicago, moderator)
[Proceedings] [Developments]

13th, 2013
Lively Lunch theme: A Guided Tour of Issues and Trends
Speakers: Deborah D. Blecic (University of Illinois at Chicago); Robin Champieux (Oregon Health & Science University); Elizabeth Ketterman (East Carolina University); Marysue Schaffer (Washington University); Anneliese Taylor (University of California San Francisco) Andrea Twiss-Brooks (University of Chicago)
[Proceedings] [Developments]

14th, 2014
Lively Lunch theme: Collecting and Acquiring in Earnest
Speakers: Yumin Jiang (Dept. head, Collection Management, University of Colorado Health Sciences Library); Emma O’Hagan (Medicall Librarian, Western Michigan University Homer Stryker MD School of Medicine); Andrea Twiss-Brooks (Co-Director, Science Libraries, University of Chicago, moderator)
[Proceedings] [Developments]
15th, 2015
Lively Lunch theme: *When You Come to a Fork in the Road, Take It* +
Speakers: **Cunera M. Buys** (Northwestern University Library); **Elizabeth Lorbeer** (Western Michigan University, Homer Stryker School of Medicine); **Jean Gudenas** (Loyola University Chicago Health Sciences Library, moderator)
*The Lively Lunch theme was inspired by a saying of Lawrence Peter "Yogi" Berra (May 12, 1925 September 22, 2015)*
[Proceedings] [Developments]

16th, 2016
Lively Lunch theme: *Rolling With A Purpose*
Speakers: **Susan Clark** (Rowland Medical Library, University of Mississippi Medical Center); **Elizabeth Hinton** (Rowland Medical Lib, University of Mississippi Medical Center); **David Parker** (Alexander Street a ProQuest Company); **Taney Shondell** (Alexander Street Press, a ProQuest Company); **G. Randall Watts** (Medical University of South Carolina Library)
[SCHED] [Proceedings] [Developments]

17th, 2017
Lively Lunch theme: *Where Are We? Providing Information for the Clinical Enterprise*
Speakers: **Neal D. Nixon** (Kornhauser Health Sciences Library, University of Louisville); **Vida Vaughn** (Kornhauser Health Sciences Library, University of Louisville); **Laura Schimming** (Levy Library, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai); **Jonathan Shank** (Northwestern University, Galter Health Sciences Library); **Jean Gudenas** (Medical University of South Carolina Libraries; moderator)
[Proceedings, DOI: 10.5703/1288284316665] [Developments]

18th, 2018
Lively Lunch theme: *On the Winds of Change- Repositories, Researchers and Technologies*
Speakers: **Ramune K. Kubilius** (Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine); **Anthony Watkinson** (CIBER Research); **John Felts** (Coastal Carolina University); **Jean Gudenas** (moderator)
[Proceedings, DOI: 10.5703/1288284317021] [Developments]

19th, 2019
Lively Lunch theme: *Down the Rabbit Hole We Go Again*
Speakers: **Jean Gudenas** (Medical University of South Carolina); **Susan K. Kendall** (Michigan State University Libraries); **Sarah McClung** (University of California, San Francisco); **Rena Lubker** (Medical University of South Carolina, moderator)
[SCHED] [Developments]

*Annual Lively Lunch “Developments” updates and handouts (from #2-19), compiled by Ramune K. Kubilius (Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine), are deposited in the institutional repository (DigitalHub).*